
In Morocco, these weavers turn leftover fabric into rugs
American Vintage has made a new place for itself at the heart of the Central Atlas Mountains in Morocco. Here, a women’s 
cooperative gives new life to the brand’s unsold clothing stock and leftover fabric, turning them into traditional rugs.
Since its creation in 2005, American Vintage has worked with dozens of manufacturers and several hundreds of fabric 
suppliers and partners. With over 30 clothing collections under its belt, the Marseille label found itself with a considerable 
stock of materials. Past collections, fabric scraps, prototypes… A situation faced by most of the major players on the 
ready-to-wear market.

Upcycling
So why not inject new value into these materials and give them a second life? This is the project led by American Vintage, 
which teams up with a cooperative of women weavers in the Central Atlas Mountains in Morocco in spring 2020. On site, 
expert hands turn leftover textiles into rugs. An eco-friendly and eco-responsible initiative that sheds light on the age-old 
know-how of these craftswomen and offers it to clients.

“Boucherouite” weaving
Historically crafted to protect Berber dwellings from the cold, “Boucherouite” rugs are made of pieces of old or worn 
fabrics that are tied together and giving birth to colourful abstract and geometric patterns. Rediscovered in the West 
about ten years ago, Boucherouite rugs met with enormous success and have become prized finds for antique hunters, 
who place them on the floor or even on the wall as pieces of art. For American Vintage, these Moroccan craftswomen 
carry out this traditional Boucherouite rug knotting technique to create a line of upcycled rugs.

The exclusive exhibition
Initially available for Spring 2020, we had to rethink and postpone the exhibition of these one-of-a-kind ethical creations, 
due to the health context. They will be sold exclusively in our new Galeries Lafayette Champs-Élysées corner from May 
19th 2021.


